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From:    IFUW Headquarters  

Subject:  Circular on changing the name of the organization 

  
 

Dear NFA Presidents, CIRs, Treasurers and Members 

IFUW needs to keep advancing! 

In Istanbul in 2013 we voted to turn IFUW around, which meant changing our methods of operation, 

strengthening our public profile through activities, communications and advocacy, and increasing our 

services to members. We rebranded with new colours, giving us a new look and feel, and extended 

this into all the communication materials we produce, from press releases to policy position papers 

and manifestos.  We have a new, improved website, with ever changing content, a Facebook page 

and a Twitter feed that is being followed and retweeted by key opinion leaders. We have actively 

participated in various UN-related meetings as well as creating some of our own policy seminars in 

different cities. 

To take the next steps, however, that is to develop and grow projects, expand our membership base 

and obtain external funding, we have to be able to appeal beyond our existing membership. To do 

that we must have an identity that is understood. We are finding that funders and partners alike 

believe our organisation to be either a group or professional union of university staff or else a 

university wives club.  We are not perceived as a group of graduate women united with a common 

purpose to empower girls and women everywhere through education. In the 21st century’s outward-

looking, competitive and collaborative context such failure to establish our identity hampers our 

achieving that purpose. 

Increasingly NFAs are recognising that membership criteria must be expanded to grow the 

Federation, and this includes at an international level.  This is a discussion to be had at the next 

triennial General Assembly.  In the meantime, part of the expansion of IFUW and the development of 

an alternative income stream is the plan to turn the IFUW Conference into a public conference that 

attracts a wide audience, including leading educationalists and educational funders.  

This will be the first Conference of the new order. The Board believes that it needs to operate under 

a new brand that is understood and memorable and that this new brand must be established before 

we start marketing our conference. 



  

Discussion of changing the name International Federation of University Women has been going on 

for years; indeed a number of NFAs have already changed their name to reflect more accurately who 

we are, namely graduate women rather than solely university women.  

At its October Board Meeting, the Board decided it was time to act and agreed unanimously to 

recommend an expeditious name change to Graduate Women International. 

A name change for IFUW brands the Federation as an entity, but does not affect the branding of each 

individual NFA, so that each NFA would be free to keep its own name unchanged. 

The Board believes that the decision to change the Federation’s name is urgent and necessary. We 

have too often been held back by the slowness with which change could be effected under the old 

system. It is therefore asking the General Assembly to exercise its power to make a constitutional 

change by electronic voting.  

Notice is accordingly given of a Resolution that the name International Federation of University 

Women be changed with immediate effect to: Graduate Women International. 

The usual rule will apply that the proposal must gain a two thirds majority in order to be accepted. 

The Board recognises that this is a momentous decision for the Federation. With this in mind, the 

vote will be open from 24 November 2014 to 15 March 2015 in order to allow each NFA to consult 

with members so that their General Assembly delegates have clear instructions as to how their NFA 

wishes them to vote. 

Those NFAs that have already nominated General Assembly delegates may keep the same voting 

delegates, or may nominate different ones.  IFUW will assume that the delegates nominated for the 

annual accounts vote will be those for the name change vote, unless otherwise informed by an NFA.  

Should your NFA wish to nominate different voting delegates, please inform the office on 

hgq@ifuw.org by close of business Friday 21 November 2014, of the names and e-mail addresses of 

the names of the voting delegates for this vote. 

If your NFA has an outstanding balance, then your NFA will not be entitled to vote unless the 

outstanding balance is paid by 21 November 2014.  Any requests after this date will not be 

considered.  

For questions and further information please contact Hélène Queyrane at hgq@ifuw.org. 
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